Introduction
Thanks to the efforts of our community, autonomous robots are becoming capable of ever more complex and impressive feats. There is also an increasing demand for, perhaps even an expectation of, autonomous capabilities from end-users. However, much research into autonomous robots rarely makes it past the stage of a demonstration or experimental system in a controlled environment. If we don't confront the challenges presented by the complexity and dynamics of real end-user environments, we run the risk of our research becoming irrelevant or ignored by the industries who will ultimately drive its uptake. In the STRANDS project 1 we are tackling this challenge head-on. We are creating novel autonomous systems, integrating state-of-the-art research in artificial intelligence and robotics into robust mobile service robots, and deploying these systems for long-term installations in security and care environments. To date, over four deployments, our robots have been operational for a combined duration of 2545 hours (or a little over 106 days), covering 116km while autonomously performing end-user defined tasks.
In this article we present an overview of the motivation and approach of the STRANDS project, describe the technology we use to enable long, robust autonomous runs in challenging environments, and describe how our robots are able to use these long runs to improve their own performance through various forms of learning.
The STRANDS Approach
In addition to autonomously providing services, for a mobile robot to be useful in a given application environment it must be able to robustly operate for extended periods of time (weeks or months) without requiring expert intervention. This is the same expectation we have for other workplace technology. One reason that this is challenging is that most environments where service robots are required are both unstructured (in the sense that we cannot impose a desired structure in advance 2 ) and dynamic (parts of the environment -people, furniture, objects etc. -move, appear and disappear). For a short-lived robot, environmental states and dynamics which differ from the models it has been provided with may cause a failure or poor performance. For a long-lived robot, such events are just part of a much longer sequence of observations that may have patterns or structure at a lower temporal frequency.
It is this latter point which motivates STRANDS: if we can make our robots robust enough to run for long periods, then they will gain opportunities to learn about the structure and dynamics of their environment. By exploiting the results of such learning the robots should be able to increase their robustness further, leading to a virtuous cycle of improved performance and greater autonomy. We demonstrate the effects of this cycle on our systems in Sections 8 to 10.
Our project and approach is inspired by the long-term autonomy work of Willow Garage [14] and the CoBot project [20] . We go beyond this state of the art in terms of the range of autonomous capabilities and service tasks present in a single system, the longest single autonomous run, and also our focus on integrating learning with long-term autonomy over weeks of runtime.
Application Scenarios
Our general aim is to enable a mobile robot to exploit a long-term understanding of space, and the activities that change it, for autonomous control in real-world application environments. To show the benefits of this general aim to service tasks, we have investigated applications of our research in security and care scenarios.
Our security scenario is developed in collaboration with G4S Technology. In this scenario a robot patrols an indoor environment performing regular monitoring checks, and generating alerts when it observes prohibited or unusual events. In this scenario our research focusses on the 3D sensing of environmental structures, objects and people, then detecting and modelling their changes over time. Our general aim is to use these models (from desktop object arrangements up to the activities of humans) to detect anomalous situations and patterns.
Our care scenario is developed in collaboration with the Akademie für Alterforschung at the Haus der Barmherzigkeit (HdB), Vienna. In this scenario, the robot should support staff and patients in a large elderly care facility. In this scenario we are exploring the ability of a mobile robot to provide information to patients, and to support staff and therapists. In this scenario, the detection and tracking of humans is more promiment, as is autonomously adapting to the working routines of the facility.
For a summary of the specific tasks our robots have performed in these scenarios so far, see Table 1 .
Robot Technology
The systems reported in the remainder of this paper were developed in ROS, making extensive use of standard libraries. Most of the described software is available under open source licenses, and binary packaged for Ubuntu LTS 3 . Whilst the majority of our science and software is platform neutral, all our deployed systems are based on the MetraLabs SCITOS A5 platform (see Figure 1 ). This is a robust, industry-standard mobile robot capable of the long run times (12 hours on a full charge) and the autonomous charging necessary to deliver on our aims.
The Core STRANDS System
At the heart of all of our deployed robots is the STRANDS Core System. This is a collection of components designed to provide an application-neutral software base for long-term autonomy in mobile robots. This core system is pictured in Figure 2 . The core system is a mix of robust, widely used and tested components (such as localisation) and components designed specifically with long-term autonomy in mind (such as the monitored and adaptive navigation components described below). The overall performance of a mobile service robot is constrained by the capabilities and reliability of its localisation and navigation system. To ensure state-of-the-art capabilities we use the ROS navigation packages 4 . When deploying we build a fixed map from laser using gmapping [6] , localise in it using adaptive Monte Carlo localisation [19] , and navigate using the dynamic window approach (DWA) [4] using both 2D and 3D obstacle information.
To structure the robot's representation of its environment, and to allow us to specialise the aforementioned generic mobile robot techniques with domain-specific knowledge, we manually build a topological map on top of the continuous map created by gmapping. We place topological nodes at key places in the environment, either for navigation (e.g. either side of a door) or for task purposes (e.g. next to a desk). The topological map from our 2015 security deployment is shown in Figure 5 . Edges in the topological map are parametrised by the navigation action required to move between their end points. In addition to DWA navigation, our system can perform edge actions for door passing, docking on to a charging station (using precise visual navigation [11] ) and adaptive navigation near humans [2] . To provide robustness in the face of failures, edge traversals in the topological map are executed by a monitored navigation layer which can perform a range of actions to recover from failures. This is described in more detail in Section 7. Route planning and execution at the topological level is one place where our core system adapts to long-term experience. This is described in Section 8.
The main unit of behaviour in our system is a task. Tasks represent something the robot can do (e.g. check whether a fire door is open, update a local 3D map, or serve some information via a GUI), and have an associated location (a node in the topological map), an expected duration, and a time window during which they should be executed. The STRANDS executive framework [15] schedules tasks to be executed within their time windows, and manages task-directed navigation then execution. Based on prior work [14, 7] it is clear that a task executive must handle various forms of task failure to ensure robust autonomous operation. Our framework manages navigation and task time-outs and failures, and can respond to both synchronous and asynchronous requests for task execution. Charging, batch learning and database backups are all handled as tasks, allowing the executive framework control of most of the robot's behaviour. A plot of the tasks performed by the robot during our most recent security deployment can be seen in Figure 3 .
At a lower level, our core system relies on separate pipelines for perceiving various elements of its environments. For perceiving people we use a real-time RGB-D based multi-person detection and tracking system designed for mobile platforms [3, 9] . For object instance and category modelling and recognition we use the RTM Toolbox, which does not impose constraints on the appearance of objects nor in the modelling setup, allowing for usage in a wide range of robotics contexts [16] . To extend 7:00 8:00 9:00 10: the core system's knowledge of space into 3D, we build meta-room representations at selected nodes in its topological map [1] . The meta-room representation registers multiple pointclouds to create an integrated model of space, and allows this model to be updated over time, capturing the long-term dynamics of the mapped space. For long-term data persistence across all our systems (crucial for logging and debugging; state memory; and configuration) we use a suite of tools based on MongoDB 5 which allow us to save arbitrary data (including ROS messages in unserialised form) in a document-oriented database for large-scale storage and access. The long-term data stored in the MongoDB are interpreted by the Frequency Map Enhancement (FreMEn) module [10] , which can integrate sparse and irregular observations into memory-efficient spatio-temporal models that naturally represent (pseudo-)periodic environment variations. Knowledge of the spatio-temporal environment dynamics allows for long-term predictions of the future environment states, which improves efficiency of mobile robot operation in long-term deployments.
Metrics
By the end of the project (May 2017) we aim to have deployed a mobile robot in an application environment for 120 days of continuous autonomous operation. Building towards this goal, each year we have performed an evaluation deployment in both security and care environments. For each deployment we monitor overall system performance against two metrics: total system lifetime, and autonomy percentage.
Total system lifetime (TSL) measures how long the system is available for autonomous operation, and is reset if part of the system fails in a way in which it cannot recover for itself, or if it otherwise requires unrequested expert attention. Autonomy percentage (A%) measures how much of the time the system was actively performing autonomous tasks out of the time it was allowed to operate autonomously on site (which in our case is typically restricted to office hours). The motivation of A% is that it is trivial to achieve a long TSL if the system does nothing. Note that A% does not report whether the system does anything useful or not. Instead we leave this judgement to our end-users [8] . Table 2 : Long-term autonomy metrics from the first four STRANDS system deployments. Table 2 provides an overview of our system performance so far 6 . In the 2014 deployments we aimed for 15 days TSL. However the longest run we achieved was seven days. Most of our system failures were caused by the lack of robustness of our initial software, leading to unrecoverable component behaviour (crashes or deadlock states). This was fixed for our 2015 deployments. In these deployments we targeted 30 days TSL, and came close with 28 days in the security deployment. This long run was terminated by the robot's motors not responding to commands, an issue which has since been fixed by an update to the robot's firmware. In the 2015 deployments, most failures were due to hardware and software issues beyond the contributions of the project (e.g. USB drivers, power cables, network problems etc.).
The variations across deployments in terms of number of tasks completed and distance travelled were largely down to the different types of tasks performed by the robots, and the different operating environments they were deployed in. For example, information serving tasks may take tens of minutes with very little travel, but topological map exploration tasks will be brief and will also require the robot to travel both before and during the task. Overall we believe the 28 day run is the longest uninterrupted, autonomous deployment by a multi-task mobile robot in a real working environment. Other robots (such as the Co-Bots), have delivered more autonomous time and distance cumulatively, but our achievement is unique in terms of a single autonomous run of an autonomous service robot of this complexity. The following sections describe elements of our system that allow robust and adaptive long-term autonomy 
Monitored Navigation
Robust, long-term operation is critically dependent on the ability of a mobile robot to localise and navigate reliably. During our deployments, we have had almost no serious problems with localisation (i.e. our robots have never got lost). However, navigation causes us constant problems. These problems are largely due to the dynamics of the environment: either avoiding people as they walk around in the space the robot is trying to navigate; or (static) objects appearing in the robot's sensors which are not in its map. These unexpected, or unpredictable, presences cause the robot to drive close to (and very rarely into) obstructions which ultimately prevent it from being able to find a collision free path to its goal. This is exacerbated by the non-circular, non-symmetrical footprint of the robot, which means it cannot always turn in place, and reversing is unsafe as its laser does not cover its rear. We decided that it was nearly impossible (within the duration of the project) to develop new navigation algorithms to overcome all the problems we faced. Therefore we introduced a navigation monitoring framework into our core system. This framework encapsulates all of the navigation actions of the robot (from the ROS default DWA approach, to our specialised docking and door pass actions) and monitors their execution for failure. If a failure is detected, then the framework iterates through a user-defined list of recovery behaviours until either the navigation action completes successfully, or the list is exhausted (in which case failure is reported back to the calling component). Specific failure types can be mapped to specific lists of recoveries. For example, when the robot's bumper is pressed, a hardware cut-off prevents it driving. Therefore in this case the robot must ask to be pushed away from obstructions by nearby humans. If the local DWA planner fails to find a path, then simply clearing the navigation costmap (to try to remove any erroneous obstacles generated by sensor noise or dynamic objects) may suffice. To overcome the aforementioned problem of not being able to rotate in place, we developed a backtrack behaviour which rotates the robot's head-mounted PTU and uses a depth camera to sense behind the robot whilst it reverses back along the path it took into the failure location. This is triggered when navigation fails and clearing the costmap does not trigger a recovery.
Failure
Recoveries The robot asked humans for help at these locations. It also did this at locations marked with green (for non-bumper fails). Places where recoveries were autonomously performed by reversing along the previous path are marked in yellow, and by simply sleeping then retrying in blue. Table 3 presents the breakdown of the recovery behaviours used in our 2015 deployments. We distinguish between unsuccessful recoveries which are followed by another failure (e.g. because a path to follow cannot be found) within one minute or one metre of travel, and successful recoveries which produce goal-directed robot movement beyond this threshold. A successful recovery may be preceded by any number of unsuccessful recoveries. A sequence of unsuccessful recoveries can come both from the monitored navigation system as it tries a predefined list of recoveries (which fail) and from the task execution framework (which may try to move the robot to another task after a previous movement attempt failed). Figure 5 shows where all the successful recoveries from our 2015 security deployment occurred. They are largely clustered around areas where it was difficult to navigate, such as near doors, and close to desks.
Adaptive Topological Navigation
Whilst monitored navigation helps the robot recover from navigation failures, it does not help it avoid them. Rather than attempt to predict when and where failures may occur, we aggregate the robot's navigation experience into a Markov Decision Process (MDP) where the structure of the graphical model is based on the structure of the topological map [13, 17] . This MDP captures both the probability of success of the robot traversing an edge in the map and its expected duration. Every time the robot navigates an edge the outcome is logged, and then every night all the logs from the start of the deployment are used to regenerate the MDP. When the executive framework requires a prediction of a navigation duration, or needs the robot to follow a topological route to a goal, the MDP is solved to produce a policy for that goal along with a duration prediction [13] .
As mentioned above, many of the dynamics in the robot's environment come from the activities of people. These are often based on periodic routines (the start and end of the working day, lunch and coffee breaks etc.). Thus, we employ the Frequency Map Enhancement (FreMEn) approach to populate the edge probabilities and travel durations in the MDP [10] . By taking this approach the system can build an MDP from edge traversal predictions for the time of day when execution is due to take place [15] . This is one way in which the robot is able to use its long-term experience (i.e. records of its navigation actions) to continually adapt its behaviour to the environment it is deployed in. Figure 6 shows that as the robot gains more experience over time, its ability to estimate travel durations improves. The figure indicates that while the estimation of traversal time can be based simply on the mean of past travel durations, taking into account the periodic nature of the environment dynamics provides slightly better duration estimates. However, learning the FreMEn model requires at least a week of data and the accuracy of the estimates strongly depends on the nature of the environment dynamics. Figure 6 indicates that the care deployment environment seems to follow more periodic patterns than Care scenario − AAF Figure 6 : The relative error of the travel duration estimates during the care and security deployments. 'Mean' estimates the travel duration based as an average of past traversal times. 'FreMEn' attempts to model the environment dynamics and its estimate is based on the time of the day. the G4S site, which results in better estimates when using the FreMEn model.
Monitored and adaptive navigation are examples of general purpose systems which will allow any mobile robot to successfully operate in a dynamic environment over long periods. In addition to such application-neutral results, we have also explored how we can improve a robot's service performance in application-specific tasks over long run-times. The following sections provide one example each from our care and security scenarios.
Predicting Human-Robot Interaction
In the Haus der Barmherzigkeit care home our robot is able to act as an information terminal, presenting information to the residents such as the date, time, daily menu, news and examples of arts and crafts from recent therapy sessions. This behaviour is scheduled as an information terminal task at a range of different locations in the care home (represented as a set of different nodes in a topological map). As we did not know in advance at which locations and times people would prefer to interact with the robot, we allowed the robot to adapt its information terminal routine based on experience. To achieve this, each node in the topological map was associated with a FreMEn model that represented the probability that someone will interact with the robot at a given location and time.
When acting as an information terminal, the robot moved between the given set of locations, displayed content on its touch screen and waited for someone to interact with the screen. At the end of each day, the robot retrieved times and locations of the past interactions from the MongoDB and updated the FreMEn models of each location. Using these models to predict the likelihood of interactions at given times and locations for the next day, the robot created a schedule which determined where and when it should provide the information during the following day.
The schedule had to satisfy two contradicting objectives: exploration, where the robot creates and maintains the spatio-temporal model of interaction likelihoods, and exploitation, which actually uses the model to maximise the chance of interacting with people. While the exploration requires that the robot visits different locations at times where the chance of obtaining an interaction is uncertain, exploitation requires to schedule the visits in a way that chance of obtaining the interactions is maximised. To tackle the exploration/exploitation trade off, the schedule was generated using a Monte Carlo method which sampled the location/time pairs according their FreMEn-predicted interaction probability and entropy. For details on the Monte Carlo sampling and entropy calculation, see [12] . Figure 7 presents the results of using FreMEn models to plan behaviour in space and time during the deployment. These results show that the robot was able to increase the number of successful interactions it had per day over the course of its deployment. This demonstrates the ability of the system to improve its application-specific behaviour from long-term experience. The use of an active approach to seek interaction appears to overcome the problems reported in prior work (e.g. [5] ) where interactions with a robot declined once the novelty of its presence wore off.
Activity Learning
In our security scenario, one of the envisaged roles of the robot is to learn models of normal human activity in the deployment environment and then alert a human guard if activity is witnessed which deviates from the norm. We have started activity learning using one of the more reliable and widely available perceptual inputs our system has access to: the trajectories of people moving through space (see Figure 8 ). As our system runs, it continually logs the trajectories it observes. For example, over our 5 week 2015 security deployment, the robot logged 42, 850 individual trajectories. Our initial work explores how well we can use this trajectory data to a) group trajectories into different classes (which could be considered as different movement activities) in an unsupervised manner and b) use these classes to predict future locations when a human has been initially observed.
Based on their successful use in previous unsupervised activity learning work, we use Qualitative Spatio-Temporal Activity Graphs (QSTAG) [18] to generalise from individual trajectories to spaces of possible trajectories relative to objects in a manually created semantic map. The 2015 security semantic Figure 9 : Trajectories belonging to three of the learned clusters in one region, (direction of motion is red to green). map is pictured in Figure 8 . A QSTAG expresses the spatial and temporal relations between pairs of objects in a way that ignores minor metric changes, but captures larger (semantically meaningful) changes in a qualitative way. A QSTAG is a compact and efficient graph structure which allows the use of standard graph comparison techniques during learning. Using a subset of all trajectories (based on their displacement ratio), each night during the deployment the robot produced a QSTAG for each trajectory observed during the day. It would then cluster the QSTAGs to create classes of movements. Some examples of resulting classes can be seen in Figure 9 . During deployment, the observation of a trajectory which was sufficiently far from any cluster centre triggered a task to approach the tracked human and request confirmation of their identity using a robot-mounted ID card.
Training weeks (#traj.) K recall prec Looking back at the deployment data we can analyse how the results of this unsupervised learning process changed as the robot gathered experience. We do this by predicting the end points of trajectories in the final week of the deployment using data from the previous weeks. Prediction is done by matching the initial observations of a trajectory to a class, then using the QSTAGs from this class to generate a probability distribution over possible end locations. Table 4 shows that as the robot gathers experience week-by-week, it increases its ability to predict the future locations of the humans in its environment. This provides another example of how a robot can improve its application-specific performance given the opportunity to operate, and therefore gather data, over long periods.
Conclusions and Future Work
Deploying autonomous robots for long periods of time in real-world application environments has proved to be a difficult but rewarding research challenge. Our robots are able to learn from experiences which no other robots to date have had, but in providing these experiences we have had to learn a number of lessons ourselves. First and foremost, all components in the robot's software must be engineered to a high standard, and must be tested both individually and for long periods as part of the whole system. Given the complexity of robot software, and the huge variety in inputs and states such software can encounter in the real world, nothing can replace the long-term testing of the complete system in challenging environments. We have also found the addition of broad-based, or meta-level, monitoring software (such as the monitored navigation system) to our overall framework has improved both the system's ability to detect and recover from failures autonomously, and our ability to track system performance at runtime. This is opposed to trying to recognise specific causes of failure, which is prone to false positives and false negatives as operating conditions vary. We have also benefited greatly from logging as much data as possible during system runs. This allows us to reconstruct deployment events for post-hoc analysis, and also to study new ways of tackling problems on realistic data. Finally, there is a significant social dimension to working on long-term autonomy. As researchers, we have had to dedicate time to the monitoring and testing of robots beyond what is usually expected in the field (including relocating to testing sites for long deployments). We have also benefited from the goodwill of the end-users and employees at our deployment sites who have been part of our experiments, and have had to deal with autonomous robots occasionally misbehaving whilst they are trying to work.
We still have four more deployments left for the project (two for each scenario). During these we aim to achieve increased TSL and A% targets (60 and 120 days, and 30% respectively), whilst also providing increasingly more capable robot systems for user-identified applications. In terms of systems science we will increasingly focus on the robot's ability to understand the human activities it observes in its environment (as these are the major causes of environment dynamics at most scales) and give the robot capabilities to actively explore its world based on the gaps in the understanding it has already obtained from weeks of autonomous runtime.
